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Who am I?

• I work for Opera Software as an evangelist, community 
liaison, tech writer and educator

• I’ve been involved in educating people about web standards 
for many years

• I’m also a heavy metal drummer, so if you come talk to me 
afterwards, speak slowly



Let’s talk about standards

1. Doesn’t everyone use web standards?
2. Why not?
3. What can be done?
4. What does the future hold?
5. How can you help?



1. Doesn’t everyone use web 
standards?



Short history lesson #1

After the web became available to the public circa 1993ish, it 
took about 4 years after that before web standards as we know 
them were available to use in browsers...
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Short history lesson #2

But those times were horrible, with the browser wars splitting 
standards into proprietary versions across browsers, and 
making a living hell for web developers.

(Opera was already around by this point, but didn’t enter into 
the browsers wars. For example, we didn’t implement a DOM 
until the W3C DOM was standardised.) 
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“learning the standards was easy, 
but learning how the browsers 
interpreted the standards required 
a hell of a lot of trial and error.”
-- Tom Adams, UK web designer

1. Doesn’t everyone use
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Short history lesson #3

The backlash was inevitable, with the W3C trying to standardise 
web technologies, and the WaSP being formed later on, putting 
pressure on vendors to get them to sort out their standards 
compliance. Some did, and one some didn’t.
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Short history lesson #4

This brings us into the modern age, with Firefox rising from the 
ashes of Netscape, Opera continuing it’s fight for standards, 
and Safari and others standing alongside it to help drive 
standards adoption. Even IE7 had a good crack at web 
standards, and IE8 promises even better compliance.
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We’ve won!!!! right?
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We’ve won! Cue fanfare, cheering 
crowds, and Zeldman-shaped 
commemorative merchandise

• Web browsers support standards
• Web developers use standards
• The Web is standards-compliant: accessible,

cross browser/device compatible, easy to
maintain, semantic, etc.

• The bunnies were happy, 
and everyone made love under the stars

1. Doesn’t everyone use
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Big resounding NO!
1. Doesn’t everyone use

web standards?



Preaching to the converted

I hang out at conferences with like-minded geeks, all of whom 
care about standards. We’d never dream of putting a site online 
with markup that doesn’t validate!

Is it like that all over the Web?
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The fact is...

• ...loads of web developers don’t care about standards, or 
implement them incorrectly

• ...most of the Web does not validate

1. Doesn’t everyone use
web standards? > Low validation rate



Yo’ MAMA

Opera’s MAMA project has trawled millions of web sites, 
collecting data such as document site, doctype used, whether 
plugins are used, use of different elements, and — more 
relevant to this discussion — whether the sites validate.
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Getting better all the time

Rate of validation has improved...

...but it isn’t as good as it sounds...

...and even validation doesn’t necessarily mean good:
<div class="heading">heading here</div>

<div class="paragraph”>text here</div>
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How much has it improved?

Study Date Passed 
valida/on

Total 
tested

Percentage

Parnas Dec 2001 14, 563 2,034,788 0.71%

Saarsoo Jun 2006 25,890 1,002,350 2.58%

MAMA Jan 2008 145,009 3,509,170 4.13%
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Even more worryingly

Only about 50% of the sites that bear a W3C validation badge 
actually validate...
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“Lots of sites proudly show off 
their W3C and Bobby logos, but in 
the real world are unusable and 
inaccessible.”
-- Tom Adams, UK web designer

1. Doesn’t everyone use
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2. Why not standards?



Target audience: who doesn’t use 
standards?

• Corporate lock in
• Existing developers who don’t have time to care
• Education lacking?
• Hobbyists

2. Why not standards?



Corporate
lock-in

In a lot of cases, because of vendor lock in, large companies 
will never adopt web standards — to do so would break their 
infrastructure, and cost them loads of money. Try justifying web 
standards to your boss in these situations!

Changing infrastructure is really difficult — no manager is ever 
going to admit that spending $250,000 on a big CMS solution 
was a mistake.

2. Why not standards? > Corporate 
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“my experience is that the larger 
and more expensive a CMS, the 
less likely that it will produce web 
standard compliant output”
-- Troy Bennett, web design and interactive media lecturer, Art Institute of Atlanta

2. Why not standards? > Corporate 
lock in 



Existing developers who don’t have 
time to care

Lots of people are still being paid to develop sites without 
adhering to web standards:

• Some do not care — why should they put in the extra effort?
• Others appreciate the issues, but don’t have time to care

2. Why not standards? > Existing 
developers



“Apathy is the main barrier I’ve 
seen. There are a lot of developers 
with the ‘but it works just as well 
this way, and it’s easier’ mindset.”

-- Jonathan Powell, UK web developer

2. Why not standards? > Existing 
developers



MS developer anecdote

MS developer anecdote — .NET spits out horrible non 
compliant markup, but they don’t care — they just use the web 
as a delivery mechanism for their apps. They hate the bit where 
they have to do “web stuff” because JavaScript and other 
standards are fiddly and difficult. They think Silverlight is the 
best thing since sliced bread because it abstracts all that away.

2. Why not standards? > Existing 
developers



“In the computer science world I 
suspect awareness and lack of 
respect for Web programming are 
the core problems, while in the 
design world it’s just focus on 
creating a design by any means 
necessary.”
-- Aarron Walter, WaSP educational task force co-lead

2. Why not standards? > Existing 
developers



Education lacking?

Many universities/colleges do not teach web standards:
• CompSci/Media courses not directly relevant?
• Curricula are outdated?
• Making changes is costly and time consuming. 
• Graduates are often not equipped with “real world” web skills

2. Why not standards? > Education 
lacking



“We have had students go into the 
industry and report back to us that 
they were the only ones who even 
knew what web standards were”
-- Troy Bennett, web design and interactive media lecturer, Art Institute of Atlanta

2. Why not standards? > Education 
lacking



Hobbyists

They don’t know about web standards, and don’t want to learn.

They just want to get their “look at my kittens” site on the Web 
as quickly as possible.

2. Why not standards? > Hobbyists



3. What can be done?



What can be done?

• Difficult
• Making old dogs learn new tricks
• Effecting big changes quickly

• Easier
• Make better educational resources easily available
• Debunk myths
• Make changes slowly and iteratively

3. What can be done?



Education

Education is largely the issue

• “Standards are too hard to learn!”
• Students not taught best practices
• Graduates not equipped with real world skills

3. What can be done? > Education



Education #2

Training material available, but it can be:

• Hard to find — spread out over different blogs?
• Expensive
• Too terse for beginners
• Horribly out of date, eg library books, Youtube videos
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“There’s an XHTML tutorial called 
‘Changing colors and adding 
paragraphs’ that sets bgcolor on 
the body tag, and only ever 
previews the page in IE. 
‘Formatting paragraphs’ uses align 
attributes.”
-- Bruce Lawson, web evangelist, Opera

3. What can be done? > Education



Education #3

We decided to get rid of a lot of excuses for not learning web 
standards by creating a course that is:

• High quality, free, and all in one place
• Up-to-date, and constantly updated
• Easy to distribute, share, and remix
• Recognised by reputable organizations

3. What can be done? > Education



The Opera web standards 
curriculum! 

• www.opera.com/wsc
• Over 50 articles giving you all you need to learn client-side 

web development
• Licensed under creative commons

3. What can be done? > Education > 
Web standards curriculum
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How are we spreading the word?

We want to get it spread around as much as possible

• Word of mouth in the community
• Passing it to teachers and students so they can champion it, 

and get their uni/school to initiate pilot schemes
• Lots of chatting to people online, and at conferences

3. What can be done? > Education > 
Web standards curriculum



Targeting specific
groups 

To educate, and rehabilitate:

• Educators
• Existing web developers who do care
• Corporations
• Existing web developers who don’t care
• Hobbyists

3. What can be done? > Education > 
Targeting specific groups 



Educators

Hard to get them to make big changes to their curriculums, but 
the WSC provides:

• Great material at no extra cost to recommend along with your 
curriculum

• Material that is very granular and easy to fit into different 
course structures

3. What can be done? > Education > 
Targeting specific groups  > Educators



Existing web developers
who do care

• WSC provides a great reference, and training resource
• A trusted resource to point employers/clients to if justification 

is needed
• Get developers who do care to lobby others

3. What can be done? > Education > 
Targeting specific groups  > Existing 

web developers who do care



Corporations

You’re unlikely to make big changes, so work with what you’ve 
got. Justify standards to boss/marketing in terms of:

• SEO — standards mean improved findability and accessibility 
• Accessibility is good for company image + significant user 

base
• Standards are good for mobile browsing — even more users!

3. What can be done? > Education > 
Targeting specific groups  > 

Corporations



“Managed to get an old boss to buy 
into it when he realised if he 
adopted them he could get a whole 
new market...”

-- Chris Heeney, operations analyst, BSM IT

3. What can be done? > Education > 
Targeting specific groups  > 

Corporations



“Today people are able to convince 
their employers with the carrots of 
SEO, and Section 508 suits such as 
the Target lawsuit”

-- Troy Bennett, web design and interactive media lecturer, Art Institute of Atlanta

3. What can be done? > Education > 
Targeting specific groups  > 

Corporations



Create company
standards

Companies love standards — language, messaging, 
letterheads, stationery...fit web standards into corporate charter. 
You need to be passionate, and have a central representative.

• Naming conventions
• Simple improvements such as headings instead of font tags
• Update existing conventions, eg accessible links = language

3. What can be done? > Education > 
Targeting specific groups  > 

Corporations



Provide templates

Provide a template for content providers to use that they can 
understand, and that gives you the content you want

• Word template? Convert it afterwards
• Online form that spits out good HTML for you
• Run simple training sessions — show them how to use proper 

headings and tell them what styles they can use

3. What can be done? > Education > 
Targeting specific groups  > 

Corporations



Go mad - teach them
HTML!

If you get the chance, run simple training sessions to teach 
simple HTML — less work for you, more empowerment for them

• A few headings and paragraphs
• maybe move them on to advanced stuff like images and links 

later on
• You can tidy it up later on

3. What can be done? > Education > 
Targeting specific groups  > 

Corporations



Fix pages iteratively

Do simple fixes like removing nested tables, wrapping nasty 
content in divs to hook on to with CSS, adding “skip to content” 
links, and removing fake headings when you get the chance

• Edit the most important pages first
• The site will never completely validate, but it’ll be a heck of a 

lot better than it was

3. What can be done? > Education > 
Targeting specific groups  > 

Corporations



Developers who 
don’t care

The hardest group to tackle

• Show them that good educational material is available
• Explain to them that standards are not that hard when you’ve 

already got web development experience
• Keep explaining the benefits

3. What can be done? > Education > 
Targeting specific groups  > Existing 

developers who don’t care



“For me the biggest benefit is 
much cleaner code, and the 
improved maintainability of the site 
when the design is separated from 
content.”
-- Paul Farnell, web developer, Salted Services, UK

3. What can be done? > Education > 
Targeting specific groups  > Existing 

developers who don’t care



Hobbyists

You can’t tackle them directly in most cases

• Again, show them that good educational material is available
• Tell them to copy and paste good code, not bad code.
• Lobby tool vendors and site maintainers to improve their 

content

3. What can be done? > Education > 
Targeting specific groups  > Hobbyists



4. What does the future hold?



What does the future hold?

Keeping fighting the good fight for standards in general

Give WSC more credibility so more educators will adopt it, and 
more companies will look at web standards as a viable 
development platform

This is all about credibility for web standards, not just Opera

4. What does the future hold?



What does the future hold? #2

Linking the WSC with some kind of certification — this is very 
important, as people want to have something to show to 
potential employers

4. What does the future hold?



What does the future hold? #3

Translating good educational material — a multi-lingual effort!

There are a lot of non-English speaking communities that want 
to learn standards too, eg Russia, China, Indonesia, Poland, 
Brazil, Hungary, parts of Africa

4. What does the future hold? > 
Translations



We’re not the only ones

Others want to improve the situation too

The WaSP are creating the web curriculum framework.

Fronteers is being created by a bunch of clever Dutch people!

4. What does the future hold? > Other  
initiatives



The WaSP web curriculum 
framework

• A set of competency checklists for different skill categories 
(such as front end development, information architecture, 
user science, etc.)

• Also provides exam questions, lists of resources that teach 
these these skills, and more

• Doesn’t provide actual learning material, but this means it 
works nicely alongside the WSC

4. What does the future hold? > Other  
initiatives > WaSP WCF



Fronteers

• An initiative created by a bunch of very clever Dutch web 
developers, including PPK (the scariest hair in JavaScript)

• Similar to the WaSP WCF, provides lists of competencies for 
front end development

• Also looking at providing a certification

4. What does the future hold? > Other  
initiatives > Fronteers



Will we succeed?

• Who knows?
• The way is being paved for standards
• Even IE is supporting standards
• There are a lot of advocates around

4. What does the future hold? > Will 
we succeed?



“I hope that talking about 
standards becomes a bit of a non-
issue — because the browsers will 
support them, we’ll all code to 
standards without really thinking 
about it — there won’t be a need to 
evangelize”
– Tom Adams, UK web designer

4. What does the future hold? > Will 
we succeed?



Key points so far

• Standards adoption is still low
• Due to education, vendor lock in, developers not needing to 

care, hobbyists, and more
• Providing education improves things
• There are ways to target the “standards offenders”
• More work is being now and into the future

Key points so far



5. How can you help?



Read my course,
and others like it

• Pass it to others
• Give feedback
• Make the material available as effective as possible

5. How can you help?



Lobby educators

• Get them to improve on web standards...
• ...both in their curriculum...
• ...and their web presence

5. How can you help?



Evangelize at work

• Evangelise standards and best practices at your work place
• Get them put in the corporate guidelines

5. How can you help?



Thanks!

Web standards curriculum: www.opera.com/wsc   
Web curriculum framework: check out

 www.webstandards.org/ for news
Fronteers: www.fronteers.nl

More great articles at dev.opera.com
Bug me: cmills@opera.com  
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